This review found that there is some evidence to support the use of exercise in the management of full thickness rotator cuff tears. However, the authors emphasised the need for well-designed randomised controlled trials. These cautious conclusions appear to be supported by the data presented, but failure to adequately synthesise the results means that they should be interpreted with some degree of caution.
Data extraction
The authors did not state how the data were extracted for the review, or how many reviewers performed the data extraction.
Methods of synthesis
How were the studies combined? Results of individual studies were tabulated, with little attempt made to adequately synthesise them.
How were differences between studies investigated?
Differences between the studies were not formally investigated but were discussed in the text.
Results of the review
Ten studies (304 patients) were included: 8 case-series and 2 single case studies.
Two studies were prospective and two were retrospective; the direction of data collection was unclear in the remaining 6 studies. None of the studies reported that the investigators were blinded. All studies included relevant participants, specified appropriate inclusion criteria, accounted for loss to follow-up and measured appropriate outcomes. Six studies reported a duration of follow-up that was greater than 1 year.
All studies reported improved outcomes based on the intervention.
Authors' conclusions
There is some evidence to support the use of exercise in the management of full thickness rotator cuff tears. Welldesigned RCTs are needed to assess the efficacy of exercise in the management of full thickness and massive rotator cuff tears.
CRD commentary
The review addressed a focused question that was supported by clearly defined inclusion criteria. An extensive literature search was undertaken without any language restrictions, although no attempts were made to locate unpublished studies; there is therefore a possibility of publication bias. A detailed quality assessment was conducted and the results were clearly reported. Appropriate steps were taken to minimise bias and errors in the assessment of study quality, but it is unclear whether such steps were also taken for the study selection and data extraction processes.
Adequate study details were presented clearly in the tables. The 'Results' section contained no information on the results of the included studies, although results data were tabulated in detail. Although meta-analysis would have been inappropriate given the differences between the studies, some synthesis of the findings across studies would have helped in the interpretation of the results. The authors' cautious conclusions appear to be supported by the data presented, but failure to adequately synthesise the results means that these should be interpreted with some degree of caution.
Implications of the review for practice and research
Practice: The authors stated that exercise therapy can be recommended as a therapeutic option to patients. However, it is not possible to provide specific guidance such as when to start the programme and what it should include.
Research: The authors stated that well-designed RCTs using appropriate validated outcome measures are needed to address the efficacy of exercise in the management of full thickness and massive rotator cuff tears.
